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A U-BOAT ATTACK A DAY

The search for submarines by the Royal Air Force is unceasing; day in day

out, patrol is kept over the Eastern Atlantic, In a recent month, Coastal Command

made thirty attacks on U-boats in this area.

The majority of U-boat sightings now occur in the Bay of Biscay, where

Admiral Doenitz' "Untersee" vessels run the gauntlet to and from French coastal

waters.

For security reasons it is not possible to give exact figures or details

of these attacks. The month quoted above was takenas an example of recent

activity. Today, both sightings-and attacks have intensified.

Most of this work is done by squadrons of Sunderlands, Liberators,

Wellingtons, Whitleys and Hudsons, The Empire is well represented in the

aircrews; Allied personnel also take part in the hunt.

"F" for Freddie of a Liberator squadron made three"attacks during this

particular month, all within a few days of. one another.

Another Liberator attacked two submarines within two hours.

"F" for Freddie caught one of the U-boats completely by surprise before

it had tine to crash-dive. Five men were in the conning-tower as the aeroplane
released four bombs.

"They straddled the U-boat," said 1 one of the aircraft's crew, "After

the explosion a large piece of metal mas flung into the air about 50 feet and

the whole submarine seemed lifted out of the water,"

The submarine then apparently tried to submerge but, with the conning-
tower only half way under water, it suddenly rose again to the surface.

Practically stationary, it leaked oil.

"F" for Freddie attacked once again and this time the U-boat sank slowly.

These Liberator aircraft- set up the highest figures of U-boat attacks for

any Coastal Command squadron for this period, A Hudson squadron ran a close

second, one of its aircraft making three attacks.
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Idiots of Allied squadrons make excellent submarine hunters.

They pit their rats against the U-boat captains with stealthy,
unexpected approaches. Their record stands high.

It is sometimes possible to catch a U-boat off its guard
and attack before, the enemy realises his danger.

"H" for Harry of a Wellington squadron, on patrol over the

Bay of Biscay, sighted a U-boat on the surface eight miles

distant. He approached so carefully that the submarine did not

sight the aircraft until it attacked. Three men in the conning-
tower were machine-gunned, as the Wellington swept over to drop

its bombs.

Sunderlands have made many attacks on German submarines

in the Bay of Biscay, although the Germans are attempting to

protect the U-boats with an air umbrella of Arado float-

planes, Despite the Arado's heavy fire-power, the Sunderlands

have beaten off many such attacks and have to their credit

a short-range fighter, a Messerschmitt 109.

Sometimes, an enemy submarine will elect to fight it out on
the surface, perhaps because mechanical trouble precludes a crash-

dive, and a gun duel develops.

Recently, the front and rear-gunners of a Coastal Command

aircraft, raked a U-boat's deck and saw the bodies of two of the

crew fall into the sea. But the enemy sent up replacements and

again the aircraft machine-gunned the enemt gun-crews. This

time three of them fell to the deck.

Evidence of a definite "kill" is infrequent. More often there

is little upon which to confirm the probable destruction of the sub-

marine - oil patches of varying sizes, an occasional piece of

wreckage andphotographic evidence of the closeness of the bomb

explosions.

The enemy's increasing air protection for his U-boats

in the Bay testifies to the challenge of Royal Air Force attacks

in this area, where it is estimated that one in three U-boats

crossing the Bay. of Biscay is attacked.
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